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1. Diffuse analysis methodology – from fluxes to observables to limits 

The IceCube detector, located at the Amundsen-Scott South Pole station, is the largest neutrino detector ever constructed. It currently
 consists of 40 of the planned 80 strings - each instrumented with 60 optical modules between 1500 and 2500 metres depth in the clear
 Antarctic ice. One of the key searches is for a diffuse flux of high energy extra-terrestrial neutrinos, in excess of that observed from
 cosmic-ray induced atmospheric neutrinos. To date, the best constraints on a diffuse flux come from IceCube’s predecessor, AMANDA
 (Antarctic Muon And Neutrino Detector Array). The current focus is on analysis of the 2007 IceCube 22 string data, which will exceed the
 sensitivity of the integrated AMANDA exposure. Here we review the methodology and discuss the progress and status of the 22 string
 analysis. 

2. Coincident muons – a persistent background in IceCube 

3. Optimising the NCh cut for IceCube 22 
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4. Limits and sensitivities 

With the large size of the IceCube 22 string detector, the
 background caused by the arrival of two independent cosmic
 ray muon events in the detector becomes important. 

As an example, if one event passes through the bottom of the
 detector, then at a suitable time later, another passes through
 the top, the spatial and temporal pattern of the two sets of fired
 DOMs may trick the single muon track reconstruction.  

The solution: perform a dedicated two muon reconstruction.
 Two algorithms are in development – one where the event hits
 are split into two sets and separate track fits performed. As
 seen in the plots to the right, for those events reconstructed
 upward by the usual single track fit,  this works very well –
 most true coincident events now reconstruct as two downward
 tracks. Only 3% of those events that fool the single track fit are
 fit as two upward tracks in contrast to half of real neutrino
 signals which reconstruct as two upward tracks.  

The second algorithm is a full 10 degree of freedom likelihood
 reconstruction fitting for two separate tracks, using all hits.   

After the rejection of the single and double muon backgrounds, we are left at a point where only neutrino-induced
 muons should remain. To get an initial idea of the diffuse analysis sensitivity, we look at the fired DOM multiplicity
 (NCh) plot. We calculate the NCh cut which minimises the model rejection factor[2], MRF = µ(b)/S, where µ(b) is the
 average upper limit for the background integrated above the cut and S is the integrated signal. A simple cut analysis
 would be optimised by taking events with NCh > 63. Once the analysis matures to the point where we are sure we can
 reject the downgoing backgrounds, we would anticipate that the sensitivity will be better than obtained with the
 AMANDA-II four-year analysis. 

The IceCube and AMANDA detectors are located at the South Pole and
 consist of digital optical modules (DOMs) buried in the deep ice. Cosmic
 rays incident on the earth’s atmosphere produce two backgrounds:
 atmospheric neutrinos and muons. The muons (about a million times more
 abundant than the neutrinos) penetrate from above to the detector but are
 shielded by the earth in the upgoing direction, where the neutrinos are
 dominant. A small fraction of the downgoing muons will mis-reconstruct as
 upgoing and have to be rejected. Once this is done, an astrophysical diffuse
 flux would show up as an excess of neutrino events at higher energies.  

The above plot shows the expected neutrino fluxes from various sources,
 as described by various models. The steeply falling atmospheric neutrino
 flux is the background to a search for the harder extra-terrestrial fluxes.
 The flat black line shows the current limit on an E-2 spectrum, obtained
 from the AMANDA-II 2000-03 analysis[1].  

After rejection of mis-reconstructed atmospheric muons, the through-going
 neutrino-induced muon data from AMANDA-II was examined looking for
 any events in excess of those expected from conventional atmospheric
 neutrinos. The number of optical modules reporting at least one
 photoelectron (NCh) is correlated to the muon energy, and thus to the
 neutrino energy. An extra-terrestrial E-2 signal would manifest as a
 flattening of the NCh spectrum. The blue line shows the 90% c.l. upper
 limit allowed contribution for an E-2 spectrum. 

The current limits on the diffuse neutrino fluxes are summarised in the plot. The best limit to
 date comes from the four year AMANDA-II analysis. With the increased size of the 22 string
 IceCube detector, we would expect to easily surpass the sensitivity of this four year
 AMANDA-II result.  

Apart from the detector size increase, the IceCube analysis will be improved relative to
 AMANDA by the use of multivariate methods to reduce the backgrounds and retain signal
 more effectively and by dedicated muon energy estimators. Also, a likelihood analysis of the
 final energy distribution will be used to enhance the sensitivity and allow for deconvolution
 of atmospheric conventional/prompt fluxes and extra-terrestrial contributions[2]. 
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